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About Item

1. PREMIUM & DURABLE ALUMINUM ALLOY MATERIAL: Crafted from high-grade aluminum
alloy and ABS plastic, this foldable guitar stand features an A-shaped design that can be
easily opened and closed for easy portability & storage.

2. RELIABLE, STURDY & SAFE FOR YOUR GUITARS:With rubberized feed and contact points,
this adjustable guitar stand ensures your guitar stays in place without slipping or getting
scratched. Enjoy the peace of mind that comes with a stable & reliable A-frame aluminum
guitar stand.

3. EASY SETUP AND SUPPORTS A RANGE OF INSTRUMENTS: No tools or assembly is
required! Simply unfold the stand, adjust the width to your preference, and it's ready to hold
your instrument. Its universal design works perfectly with bass, violin, ukulele, electric and
acoustic guitars.

4. ADJUSTABLE SUPPORT GEAR: The double-gear design allows the silicone contact surface
to move freely, enabling you to adjust the angle between the instrument's back and the
support surface according to your needs.

5. ABS-CONVOLUTED SILICONE CONTACT SURFACE:Made with ABS convoluted silicone gel,
this stand provides excellent stability and durability. It resists deformation, reduces friction,
and protects your instrument from collisions.

Product Description

Experience convenience, reliability, and maximum stability with our high-quality foldable
guitar stand. Made from a durable aluminum alloy material and ABS plastic, this
A-shaped stand is designed for portability without compromising strength. It's
rubberized feed and contact points ensure a secure grip on your guitar, preventing
slipping and scratching.

The aluminum guitar stand is easy to set up; simply unfold, adjust the width, and it's
ready to use. No tools or assembly is required. Compatible with all bass, violin, ukulele,
electric, and acoustic guitars. With adjustable support gear and an ABS convoluted
silicone contact surface, your instrument is protected with every use.

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority—a proven track record of delivering the
highest quality product since 1984.



Features

PREMIUM BUILD FOLDING STAND METAL BRACKETS UNIVERSAL GUITAR
STAND

Crafted from
high-quality
aluminum alloy
material, our guitar
stand boasts a
sleek and smooth
surface. It is smart
& modern.

With its nonslip
bottom design, our
A-frame stand
provides stability
and peace of mind.
When not in use,
simply fold it up.

Installing our guitar
stand is a breeze,
taking only seconds
to set up without the
need for any tools. A
true hassle-free
experience.

Designed to
accommodate various
types of guitars, basses,
mandolins, and other
string instruments, it
offers wide usability and
convenience.

Product specification:

● Color: Black
● Materials: Aluminum + Plastic + Silicon
● Item fold Size: 12.2* 2.36* 2.67 Inches/ 31*6*6 CM
● Item unfold size: 10.8* 12.2* 11 Inches/ 27.5*31* 28CM

Package information:

● 1x Aluminum Guitar Stand

Usages

Perfect for musicians on the go.

Perfect for those who have multiple guitars.

Ideal for those who want an effortless installation.

Use the stand to protect or display your instruments.



A professional and sleek appearance elevates the aesthetic of the room.

Benefits of products

Sleek and very modern design.

Convenient for musicians who travel a lot.

Protect your instrument from potential damage.

Adjustable width allows you to find the perfect fit.

Easy to clean and maintain, ensuring a long lifespan.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Versatile and adjustable stand.

Quick and effortless installation.

Premium & durable aluminum build.

It helps to keep your instruments safe.

Foldable design for easy storage and portability.



Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Foldable Yes No

Adjustable Yes No

Aluminum Build Yes No

About Brand



5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A

Question: Can I fold it?

Answer: Absolutely! The stand features a foldable design, making it convenient to fold
up and carry along with your instrument bag.

Question: Can I adjust the width?

Answer: Yes, the stand is adjustable, allowing you to customize the width to ensure a
perfect fit for your instrument.

Question: Is it secure?

Answer: Yes, the guitar stand is equipped with a nonslip bottom design, ensuring a
stable grip and preventing any accidental slips or falls.

Question: Can this guitar stand to accommodate different guitars?

Answer: Yes, the universal design of the stand allows for flexible use with various
guitars, basses, mandolins, and more.

Question:Will the guitar stand to protect the instrument from scratches or damage?

Answer: Absolutely. This aluminum guitar stand has rubberized contact points that
provide a protective barrier, preventing scratches or damage to your instrument.




